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Abstra t
We introdu e Data-Driven Groups (DDGs), an animation te hnique for
groups of dis rete agents, su h as o ks, herds, or small rowds. DDGs reate
motion by pie ing together a sequen e of re orded motion lips. The graph
stru ture identi es lips that an be appended while maintaining ontinuity
in the motion. We dis uss a method for building DDGs for dis rete agents
and algorithms for extra ting motion from the graph to meet environment onstraints. The resulting animations show realisti motion at signi antly redu ed
omputational ost ompared to simulation.
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Introdu tion

Rule-based agent te hniques are ommonly used to animate groups of virtual reatures in both real-time environments and o -line produ tion. Examples range from
the o king models of Reynolds [18℄, to ommer ial systems like MASSIVE [7℄ and
AI.implant [1℄, to any number of rowd animation systems. Agent models must be
highly eÆ ient for appli ations in omputer games and intera tive systems, parti ularly when used for se ondary animation to add realism to an environment. Furthermore, agent models should o er two forms of ontrol: over what the group looks like
and what the group does. For instan e, an appearan e goal might be resemblan e
to a parti ular animal herd, while an a tion goal might be following a parti ular
path through the environment. In this paper we present DDGs, a data-driven agent
animation te hnique that addresses eÆ ien y and both forms of ontrol.
Data-driven methods re ord motion in a pre-produ tion stage, and then play
ba k the data to drive run-time motion (the most ommon example is human motion
apture). DDGs re ord the motion of an agent group as a whole, in luding the
on guration of agents within the group. As with human motion graphs [11, 3, 14℄,
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the data lips are stored in a graph stru ture that en odes whi h lips an be appended
while retaining realisti , ontinuous motion. We des ribe te hniques for extra ting
lips from agent-based simulations that an be pie ed together in a graph stru ture.
We demonstrate uses of the resulting graph, in luding random motion restri ted to a
region.
There are three prin iple advantages to DDGs: eÆ ien y, style ontrol, and onstraint satisfa tion. The run-time CPU ost of DDGs is essentially the time taken
to set animation state from the lips. In omparison, a rule-based group simulation
requires some me hanism for tra king relationships between agents and evaluating
rules, whi h leads to super-linear ost with large onstants. Motion lips en ode a
parti ular style, or an impli it set of onstraints on the appearan e of the motion.
This style is maintained by the playba k s heme, so a designer an be ertain that
motion generated from their lips will retain their style. Finally, on e a graph of lips
has been built it an be sear hed with standard te hniques to produ e onstrained
traje tories. This is heaper than sear hing within a ontinuous simulation state
spa e.
This report des ribes a method for building motion graphs for groups of dis rete
agents. The primary omponent is a solution to the problem of nding good transition
positions to onne t the lips seamlessly.
DDGs are suitable for appli ations where the group moves through the environment as a ohesive unit, and individual agents do not intera t with obje ts external
to the group. We thus see the primary appli ation as simulations that add realisti
but previously expensive elements to large virtual environments. For example, outdoor game environments ould heaply add a roaming herd or ir ling o k, without
in urring the ost of a large-s ale agent simulation.
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Overview

A motion graph is a dire ted graph in whi h edges orrespond to pre-re orded animation lips, and nodes represent pla es where lips an be joined. Animation generated
from the graph an be thought of as a point that follows an edge and makes a hoi e
at transitions as to whi h edge to follow next. Constru tion of a DDG requires
identifying transition points and, possibly, modifying the lips to a hieve seamless
transitions.
All of the graphs in this paper are based on the o king model introdu ed by
Reynolds [18℄. When simulating to generate motion, ea h agent at ea h time-step
adjusts its traje tory by evaluating rules based on its own state and that of its neighbors. The output state of the system, S (t), is the position and velo ity of ea h
agent at ea h timestep, and it is this that we store in group motion lips. At a high
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Figure 1: An input animation with two on gurations, A and B, that ea h appear
twi e in the sequen e, and the motion graph that results.
level, it ould be applied to other group animation systems, even motion- aptured
groups. However, e e tive DDGs require group on gurations that naturally repeat
themselves often or the ability to for e su h repetition, properties that may not be
available in all group models.
A good motion graph has many options for transitions from one lip to another.
This in reases variety in the resulting motion. Equally important, the lips should
sample the spa e of possible motions well [17℄ so that ontrol algorithms have the
exibility to meet a wide range of goals. The lips should be short to enable frequent
ontrol hoi es, but not so short that the frequent transitions reate artifa ts. Short
lips, well distributed over the range of motion, also save memory be ause variety an
be obtained by ri h ombinations of lips, rather than individually omplex lips.
DDGs are onstru ted by nding ommon on gurations in an input animation
sequen e and using them dire tly as transition nodes. This is a dire t appli ation of
motion graph onstru tion for human motion (see Se tion 3). The primary problem
to be solved is reating a omparison metri between group on gurations, whi h we
address in Se tion 4.
A variety of graph sear h algorithms an be applied to motion graphs to synthesize
new motion with parti ular properties, as we des ribe in Se tion 6. We demonstrate
random walk on the graph, whi h produ es un onstrained motion that is very similar
in style to the input motion. When used for se ondary motion, it may be desirable
to keep the group within the extents of the world. Hen e, we des ribe a random walk
with look-ahead that restri ts transitions to keep the group within a region.
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Related Work

Motion apture [15℄ is the prominent appli ation of data-driven animation. The
formalism of onne ting lips into a graph stru ture was independently developed by
Arikan and Forsyth [3℄, Lee et al. [14℄, and Kovar et al. [11℄. Ea h group di ered
in how they mat hed frames and generated motion from the graph, but all found
mat hes between poses in di erent frames and inserted transitions into the graph at
these points. To improve the responsiveness and predi tability of motion synthesis,
Glei her et al. [8℄, onstru ted graphs with only a few transition nodes but many
links; in an intera tive appli ation any motion is rea hable from any other in only a
very short period of time.
Other appli ations of data-driven synthesis for animation range from syntheti
motion apture of sh body motion [21℄, to apturing the response of grass to a
wind eld [16℄. In the former ase, the state-spa e was the pose of the sh, and
parameters for a periodi motion model were extra ted from the simulation to speed
up the run-time simulation. In the latter ase, the bending of grass for varying wind
speeds was pre- omputed. Data-driven te hniques have also been used to model the
impulse response of dynami systems su h as loth and plant models [10℄, however
the size of the state spa e severely limited the possible impulses that ould be applied.
Notably, this method also pre- omputed rendering parameters to provide intera tive
global illumination. None of these prior systems deal with the oordinated motion of
groups.
DDGs provide a means of ontrolling the traje tory of a group as a whole. Previous te hniques for guiding o ks in lude Reynolds' steering behaviors [19℄ and the
roadmap te hniques of Bayazit et al. [4℄. While these te hniques are suÆ ient for
guiding a o k along some general path, they annot guarantee the orre t out ome
be ause they rely on rules that ould be superseded by other rules. The degree of
ontrol we o er en ompasses these previous methods and adds additional tools. Anderson et al. [2℄ des ribe an algorithm for global ontrol of a o k that an meet
hard onstraints, but the method is not suitable for on-line ontrol. DDGs simplify
onstrained animation by redu ing the problem to one over a dis rete sear h spa e
(walks on the graph). A similar approa h was taken by Go et al. [9℄ for ontrolling
single vehi les, but they did not work with an expli it graph stru ture.
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Data-Driven Groups

A lip of motion is de ned as a sequen e of regular sampling ve tors represented all
agents' positions and velo ities. A motion graph is a dire ted graph where all edges
orrespond to lips of motion. Verti es in the graph, or nodes, serve as hoi e points
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Figure 2: Con gurations (a) and (b) are similar, be ause agents are arranged the
same way with respe t to the average velo ity, despite that velo ity being di erent
in world oordinates and despite some agents swit hing lo ations. Group ( ) is not
similar be ause the arrangement is di erent with respe t to the group's velo ity,
despite being the same as (a) in world oordinates. Also shown is the origin and
prin iple axis of the on guration spa e oordinate system atta hed to ea h group.
onne ting these lips, i.e., ea h lip orresponding to an outgoing edge is potentially
the su essor to any in oming edge's lip. We use the term node on guration to
refer to the on guration of the group at a graph node. For a node to have multiple
outgoing edges, there must be multiple lips that an follow the lip(s) leading into
the node.
Our strategy for onstru ting a graph is to sear h for node on gurations in the
input data. Good on gurations for nodes are those that re ur in the input (Figure 1): the lips pre eding ea h appearan e of the node on guration in the input are
in oming edges in the graph, and su eeding lips are output edges. The instan es of
a parti ular node on guration do not need to be exa tly identi al { simple blending
te hniques an reliably generate a transition if two on gurations are \ lose" to ea h
other.
The remainder of this se tion is divided into two parts. First, we des ribe our
omparison metri for identifying similar on gurations. We then explain how to
onstru t the DDG.

4.1 Group Con gurations
We make two assumptions about the group motion to maximize the self-similarity of
groups within a luster (Figure 2). First, we assume that the group's on guration
depends on the dire tion of travel, but not how this dire tion of travel is embedded
in the world (a typi al assumption for motion graphs). Se ond, we assume that all
the agents are evaluating the same set of rules, and hen e an ful ll any role within
the group. For omparing two on gurations, C and C , this means that for every
agent in C there must be some agent near its lo ation in C , but not ne essarily
the same agent.
X

X

Y

Y
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To pre isely des ribe a on guration, we de ne a lo al, moving on guration spa e
oordinate system (Figure 2). We use this oordinate system at various stages of the
onstru tion algorithm to provide a ommon referen e frame between groups. Assume
the group onsists of N agents, ea h with world position x( ) and velo ity ve tor v( ) .
At any instant, the origin of on guration spa e is the enter of mass of the agents
and the x axis is aligned with the average agent velo ity:
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and X are suÆ ient for a 2D oordinate system, while in 3D we require another
axis to de ne roll about X : Y = upd
 X where up is an arbitrary world up
dire tion. We refer to the transformation from world to on guration oordinates as
at time t as X (t).
The assumptions on group motion ould be removed if the group behavior made
them invalid (for instan e, there was a designated leader). Note that removing the
identi al behaviors assumption makes onstru tion simpler be ause we ould use metri s that measured the di eren e between individual agents, rather than the metri
we use that assumes no orresponden es between agents. Also observe that we ould
handle subsets of agents with the same behaviors by using our metri within ea h
subset. Working in world rather than on guration oordinates would require that
velo ity be onsidered when omparing agents.
w

4.2 A Dis rete Agent Comparison Metri
The metri used for omparing two on gurations should give a small distan e when
agents in one on guration an be blended to the next without visual artifa ts. As
dis ussed above, we allow a rigid transformation to re-orient one on guration onto
the other, and we allow agents to swap identities during the blend. However, we must
have a one-to-one orresponden e between agents to enable those in the initial blend
on guration to swit h roles for the nal on guration.
Say we have N agents in the group. At the time, t , that on guration C
appears, ea h agent has a lo ation, x (t ) for 1  i  N . Similarly, at time t the
agents are in on guration C in positions x (t ). During the blend from C to C ,
ea h agent must move from position x (t ) to position xMB A ( ) (t ), where M
is a one-to-one mapping. M
tells us whi h slot in C will be o upied by ea h
agent in C .
Let X
be a transformation intended to align C with C . Our metri ,
E (t ; t ) is de ned as
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Figure 3: The pro ess used to nd a mat hing between on gurations a and b
We solve the minimization problem using a ombination of the iterated losest
points algorithm [5℄ and bipartite graph mat hing (Figure 3(b)).



Optimizing M
: We onstru t a bi-partite graph, with indexes i in one partition and j in the other, with every vertex in one partition onne ted to every vertex in the other. The edges are labeled with the distan e (x (t ) X
x (t ))2.
We then run the Kuhn-Munkres [12℄ algorithm to nd the maximal weight bipartite mat hing. Ea h edge from a node i to node j provides M
(i) = j .
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Optimizing X
: With M
set, we an update X
point set registration te hniques [5℄.
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The sequen e of optimizing M
and X
is repeated until the distan e eases
to hange. The pro ess must onverge be ause the sub-steps never in rease the distan e, and the minimum distan e is 0. A starting value for X
is required. We
use the transformation that aligns the on guration oordinates (Se tion 4.1).
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4.3 Constru ting a Data-Driven Group
With the method des ribed in previous se tion, we an onstru t the graph with a
method similar to [11℄. First, we insert a set of andidate on gurations into a long
sequen e of simulation at a onstant frequen y. We then set up a di eren e matrix
whose (i; j )th element is the value E (t ; t ). From this matrix a set of on guration
i

j
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nodes is extra ted by lo ating lo al minima in the di eren e matrix. We take some
number of the lowest lo al minima as the on guration nodes. In our ase we hose
a number of nodes proportional to the lip length. On e the on guration nodes
have been hosen, the lips joining them are formed into edges of the graph, and an
algorithm is run to trim dead-ends (see Kovar et al. [11℄).
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Synthesis Algorithms

The pro ess of synthesizing from a DDG is identi al to that for human motion graphs
with the ex eption that we must tra k agent orresponden es. A umulative orresponden e, M
(i) is maintained as synthesis progresses. The agent that started
as agent i uses agent M
(i)'s state from the urrently a tive lip. Initially,
(i)), where M 0
(i) = M 0 (M
M
(i) = i. At ea h transition, M0
is the orresponden es stored for the transition.
The synthesis pro ess is independent of the method for hoosing the sequen e of
edges to be followed. In this se tion we dis uss two graph walk algorithms, ea h
designed to produ e a parti ular target motion: random walk and onstraining the
group to a region.
urrent

urrent

urrent

urrent

CC
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5.1 Random Walk
Random synthesis is simply random graph walk on a DDGs. Ea h time a transition
point is rea hed, we randomly pi k an outgoing edges from that node. While random
synthesis produ es reasonable group motion, it o ers no ontrol over the group.

5.2 Region Constrained
Most virtual worlds are nite in extent, and we would like to onstrain the o k to
stay within the world. With traditional o king simulations this would be done either
with ollision avoidan e for the virtual walls of the world, or with other spe i rules.
The region onstraint restri ts the random walk on the graph to edges that remain
within the region. At ea h transition node during synthesis, we hoose an outgoing
node at random, then ondu t depth rst sear h to nd the rst future path that
remains inside the region (we test the enter of mass of the group for in lusion in the
region). If no su h path an be found, we hoose another lip and try again.
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Des r. Trans. Mem. Time
20-2D 7200
50
2200
20-3D 7200
50
2400
Table 1: Data for the DDGs we have onstru ted. We give a des riptive label, the
number of transitions, the total memory onsumption of the graph in MB, and the
total time to onstru t the graph in se onds.
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Results

We have built two demonstrations with data summarized in Table 1. Ea h o k
uses the same rule parameters but one in 2D and the other in 3D. Memory usage is
determined by the total animation frames stored, and total number of agents involved.
It is linear with the number of agents in the group. We hoose a xed portion of lo al
minima in the di eren e matrix for on guration nodes, so the number of transition
edges is roughly xed (the pro ess to trim dead-ends may redu e the number of nodes
and edges). Figure 4 is the snap shot of the onstrained o k inside a xed region.
Random synthesis took about 7.5ms per virtual se ond on a 2.4GHz P4. This
ompares to about 100ms for simulating the same group. The di eren e is pra ti ally
signi ant: less than 0.1ms per frame is a reasonable pri e to pay for se ondary group
motion that adds realism to a virtual environment; 10ms is not. The trade-o is in
memory onsumption, but for se ondary motion appli ations a small graph with few
on gurations is likely to be a eptable.
The primary limitation of DDGs, as with any data-driven method, is that situations not in the data annot be reprodu ed. In the ontext of group animation,
this problem is most apparent in environmental intera tions. For instan e, the group
annot split around an obsta le unless a lip with a similar sized obsta le is present
in the pre-re orded data. Similarly, individual agents annot modify their motion
in response to a lo al environmental feature, su h as another agent not part of the
group.
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Con lusion

DDGs o er eÆ ient and ontrollable motion for small to medium sized groups. Open
problems in lude reating graphs dire tly from aptured motion and further redu tions in run-time ost. In parti ular, for large groups the ost of rendering starts
to dominate the ost of simulating. Using ideas from video textures [20℄ and rowd
impostors [6℄, it should be possible to pre-render the motion to textures that are bill9

Figure 4: Constraining a o k to a region. The traje tory of the o k is shown by
the dark red line.
boarded into a s ene. The primary hallenge to over ome is view independen e. The
result would be omputational osts that do not depend on the number of agents.
We found that pairs of very similar on gurations were rare in the input data,
resulting a poorly onne ted graph with very long lips. This is due to a la k of
re urring on gurations be ause there is no su h thing as a regular gait or resting
pose for most groups, as there is in human motion. In addition, the omplexity of the
distan e metri omputation is O(N 3 ). We have extended our work to reate motion
graphs using onstrained simulation to build lips between on guration nodes [13℄.
With the help of new o k rules, we an onstru t the o k to smoothly transform
from one on guration to another while following a designed path.
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